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ESOTERIC SOUND STREAM  

FOR ANDROID APP RELEASED 
 

 
 
TAMA, TOKYO, JAPAN, AUGUST 9, 2018 - Esoteric is proud to announce the release of the Esoteric Sound Stream 

app for Android.  

 

Esoteric Sound Stream 

The Esoteric Sound Stream is an Android application for Esoteric network audio players.  

This app allows users to operate Esoteric network audio players such as the N-01, N-03T and N-05 by selecting music 

files including Hi-Resolution formats, and creating, editing and playing back playlists from Android tablet/smartphone. 

Each operation screen has well-organized layout enabling even users unfamiliar with the app to operate it intuitively, 

while an enhanced search engine provides fast and secure search for advanced users by referring tag info which you 

can customize. In addition, album artworks are cached in the app for quick sorting and browsing which are practical. 

The Esoteric Sound Stream provides a smart way of enjoying network audio for next-gen audiophiles. 

 

 
GET IT ON Google Play: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.esoteric.EsotericSoundStream 

 

ESOTERIC 

The design goal of Esoteric is to recreate the original master sound. Esoteric is a high end audio manufacturer established in 

1987. Based in Tokyo, all products (ranging from network audio players, SACD players, DACs to amplifiers) are hand built in our 

factory to exacting standards. Cutting edge technologies, engineering excellence, state-of-the-art Japanese craftsmanship and 

passion for innovation － all coming together to unveil new dimensions in musical experience. 

Esoteric: www.esoteric.jp/indexe.html 

 

 

ESOTERIC COMPANY 

                                   47 Ochiai 1-chome, Tama-shi, 
Tokyo 206-8530, Japan 

www.esoteric.jp/ 

Please note that Esoteric products are available at limited retailers in respective countries. “Esoteric“ is a trademark of the TEAC Corporation. All other 
brand or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. ©2018 TEAC Corporation. All Rights Reserved. 
All text, images, graphics and other materials on this catalogue are subject to the copyright and other intellectual property rights of TEAC Corporation. 
These materials shall not directly or indirectly be published, reproduced, modified or distributed in any medium. Design and specifications are subject to 
change without notice. 
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